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About Us
We, Komtech Metal And Alloys, are the right choice for buying various tube ﬁttings and
foil tapes. Focusing on our guiding principles of unity, perseverance and innovation, we
as a market leading manufacturer and exporter, deal in a range of perfectly constructed
Round Copper Tubes, Round Seamless Stainless Steel Tubes, Golden Brass Tubes,
Round Aluminium Brass Tube, Copper Foil Tape, etc. We use mature production
technology and rely on meticulous testing processes to create products as per approved
international standards. We have experts staffed at our various departments who work
with the aim to establish long-term cooperative relationships with customers from home
and abroad.

Our Motto
We always toil hard and leverage our engineering and networking skills to deliver
products constructed with special materials and in tailor made speciﬁcations to our
Indian and global clients.

Our Team
Though we do not have enough experience backing us as a company, we are proud to
state that all our experts have commendable experience and know metals and the metal
industry better than most of our competition. The goal of our competent team is to stay
helpful and dedicated at all times so that we as a client focused ﬁrm can supply what
clients need at the exact quality level that they require. Our experts also render
unbeatable service and remains on their toes to give complete satisfaction to clients
looking for non-standard products in special dimensions, ﬁnishes and sizes.

Our Facilities
Manufacturing excellence starts with the right setup. We have a robust plant where our
team of engineers, metallurgists and technicians exerts their knowledge of the working
of the metal industry. In the design phase, they work together to develop products like
Round Copper Tubes, Golden Brass Tubes, Round Aluminium Brass Tube, Copper Foil
Tape, etc., as per product speciﬁcations provided by customers. Through optimum
material selection, and implementation of the right technology, they then build
economical and technically rich products that exceed client expectations.
Our professionals also remain well informed when it comes to international quality
norms, following which they evaluate chemical and physical properties of each and
every product. Combined efforts of our production and quality control teams help us
offer specialized products at fair rates. Offering the best combination of quality and price
have made us a reputable manufacturer in India and our export business more
competitive around the world today.

Our Products

Copper Rectangular Tube

Round Copper Tubes

Round Cupro Nickel Tubes

Stainless Steel Welded Tube

Round Seamless Stainless
Steel Tubes

Round Brass Tubes

Golden Brass Tubes

Brass Rectangular Tubes

Brass Square Tubes

Aluminium Brass Tube

Copper Strip

Copper Rod
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